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Walt Disney Animation Studios' Frozen is the story of Anna, who sets off on an epic journey to save

her kingdom. Teaming up with an adventurer named Kristoff and his reindeer, Sven, Anna searches

for her sister, Elsa, whose icy powers have trapped the kingdom in eternal winter. Enjoy this

retelling with eight pages of full-color scenes from the film!
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I purchases this book for my great-granddaughter and decided to read it first just to see what it is. I

often do that, like to know what they are reading. It was so nice, all ages will enjoy reading it.

Stresses the family love and following through, be confident, determined, not to act too fast....think

and know more before you do things, etc. A charming novel! Easy reading for all ages, eight or nine

years old and up (old age included!)

I loved the book and it kept me busy while waiting for my mom to take me to see the movie. I loved

the detail and the emotions. this is probably one of my favorite books.



Great for about probably about a 2nd Grade reading level and up. My daughter (in Kindergarten)

LOVED the movie, and this was a great way to encourage her excitement about reading. The

novelization stayed true to the movie - to the point where my daughter started singing at the

appropriate parts. It was intimidating for my daughter to read on their own due to the sheer quantity

of words on the page, but it's a great way to turn bedtime stories into a bridge between Goodnight

Moon and a "real" book.

I liked it. It was good but the sad part is when Elsa hit Anna in the head with her powers. There was

another sad part when Prince Hans pretended to be in love and marry princess Anna just to be in

control of the castle and village.The book also was funny because Olaf the snowman was

hilarious.He didn't have a skull...or bones.The big marshmallow was really good I like how you did

that.My favorite character was Anna ,Elsa,Olaf,Christoph,and Sven.BEST BOOK EVER!

"It was awesome!" were her exact words. A great way to help a girl who doesn't want to read read

more!

this book, Frozen The junior Novelization is a great book after watching the movie at the movie

theater. this bookhas way more details than the movie i felt bad for Anna and Elsa because they

were apart for years they didn't play with each other.me and my sister are 3 years a part i am 10

and my sister is 7 .This is happy and sad story.if you are interested in buying this book you should

buy it and it is one hundred percent recommended.Please order it soon!

My daughter liked that this book had details that were either implied or not completely clear in the

movie, and it helped her understand the story better. And it's Frozen, so girls love it.

I can't put the book down the moment it arrived on our doorstep. It was delightful to read all the

conversations, straight from the movie! My 7 year old has been reading it, cover to cover, role

playing with all the quotes she memorised from the book. We played a game of finding in the book

where Olaf first appeared in the movie, and where he said "all good things, all good things".

Excellent book to encourage reading, thinking and day-dreaming!
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